Designing and deploying highly available and reliable IT infrastructure
Active Directory has long been the standard for controlling
access to IT resources. The design, implementation and
management of Active Directory is key to the reliability and
performance of the whole IT estate. BDS will help you
establish and maintain a healthy directory service for your
organisation.

In a world where your service is as good as the connection to
it, effective network configuration is key. BDS provides advice
on ensuring the directory and network configuration
complement the needs of the users whether LAN-based,
wireless or remote.

Establishing methods for using personnel data to manage
access to internal systems has long been an objective of
many NHS organisations. BDS produce and supply Directory
Manager™ that enables ESR to be used as the data source
that creates, updates and expires user accounts in Active
Directory.

“BDS Solutions are
a great company
to work with. They
understand the
challenges and
needs of a busy
dynamic health
care organisation
like ours.”
IT Manager
Blackpool Teaching Hospital

Enabling departments and users to contribute to the
maintenance of the directory is a key objective for many IT
teams. To relieve the pressure on IT services, BDS provide
self-service password reset software and a user update web
portal. Routine procedures can be undertaken via electronic
workflows saving significant IT resources.

Ensuring data is secured is a fundamental IT goal. Controlling
access, permissions and encryption in the evermore complex
infrastructure is a challenge. BDS consultants will
recommend and implement gateway, compliance and device
management technologies that will keep computers and data
protected.

NHS restructuring has meant a great deal of change to
organisations and the way IT services are delivered to users.
BDS help organisations manage the process of
transformation by establishing and executing migrations,
assuring the continuity and future manageability of IT
resources.
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